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whether your tracks are already imported from other applications or not, youll be able to export track metadata. plus, you can use the powerful studio one visual interface to
create and edit a new project. studio one is an all-in-one music production environment with a wide range of tools for multitrack recording and production, editing, mixing,
arranging, sequencing, mastering, and mixing, and it features a full-featured audio engine for the best possible audio quality. with studio one, youll be able to record your own
guitar, bass, or vocals with the multi-track recording tools, and then edit them on the fly using the powerful multitrack timeline, midi editor, and powerful audio engine. theres
plenty of room for digging deep, from the powerful arpeggiator to the piano roll editor. for mix, mastering, and mastering, youll have access to a comprehensive range of mixing
tools to create a professional-sounding mix. the new edit group function makes creating complex and flexible sets of parameter groups even easier. youll be able to create
groups that allow you to quickly and easily raise the level of individual channels, and apply other parameters to the groups, including a convenient mute or solo function. this
allows you to quickly create a setup to raise the levels of your kick drum or guitar solo while keeping your snare drums on a consistent level. this the new edit group function
makes creating complex and flexible sets of parameter groups even easier. the group visibility feature lets you show or hide parameters within a group, making it possible to
layer plug-ins and effects without the group interfering with the rest of the mix. this is especially handy for drum-oriented plug-ins like compression and eq, where you might
want to apply a filter to a channel, but dont want to apply that filter to the entire track. the group visibility feature lets you show or hide parameters within a group, making it
possible to layer plug-ins and effects without the group interfering with the rest of the mix.
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but thats not all. now you can create your own modulation patterns with real-time control over rate, amplitude, and shape. use the mod tool to automate the note times of any
parameter and shape it by drawing an envelope or controlling a variable filter. create modulation patterns by dragging a point in the graph editor, then adjust the shape and
rate of each note. once you have the note positions you like, drag the envelope to see the result in real time. no longer do you need to record a song first, then spend hours

editing automation and mapping it to hardware. use the new trig function to trigger a parameter from the incoming audio. this lets you automate the function of any parameter,
no matter where in the song you are. as well, you can now plug in the effects you like best. introducing the new effect generator. with this editor, you can select a preset or a
synth, and then create your own effects using any available modulatory tools, including modulation curves, automation lanes, and the modulation tools. finally, groove delay
lets you create complex, evolving grooves simply by dragging across the grid. drag the groove delay graph point to adjust the delay time relative to the beat, and choose the

settings you want for each tap, using up to 8 parameters. drag a groove delay graph point to the left or right to shift its position, and use the groove delay pitch shifter to create
complex beats or pitch-shifted melodies. groove delay lets you create evolving grooves simply by dragging across the grid. drag the groove delay graph point to adjust the

delay time relative to the beat, and choose the settings you want for each tap, using up to 8 parameters. drag a groove delay graph point to the left or right to shift its position,
and use the groove delay pitch shifter to create complex beats or pitch-shifted melodies. 5ec8ef588b
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